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7. Conclusion

In this study, fuzzy TOPSIS methodology has been employed as
an alternative to the conventional TOPSIS approach. In light of crit-
ical success factors of the Turkish domestic airline sector we have
made a comparative evaluation among air carriers. In terms of
advertising and product quality the Turkish Airlines has outstand-
ingly performed and achieved competitive advantage over other
air carriers. Both Pegasus and Atlas Jet have moderately performed.
Onur Air’s performance has not been as good as other air carriers;
therefore it should give a special attention to this issue. In terms of
price competitiveness Pegasus has been the leading company. Both
Onur Air and Atlas Jet have been in the runner-up position in the
sector. The Turkish Airlines has poorly performed. In terms of cus-
tomer loyalty and market share the Turkish Airlines has been the
most competitive company and Pegasus has been competitive.
Both Onur Air and Atlas Jet’s performances have not been good en-
ough, thus they should consider these issues in their strategic plan-
ning processes. In terms of customer service the Turkish Airlines
has showed a remarkable performance. Pegasus has done all right.
Atlas Jet has moderately performed. Onur Air has been disastrous.
In terms of e-commerce and management experience the Turkish
Airlines has been best. Pegasus has performed above average. Both
Onur Air and Atlas Jet have not done well, thus they should review
these issues cautiously. In terms of branding the Turkish Airlines
has been dominant. Pegasus has showed a moderate performance.
Both Onur Air and Atlas Jet have been weak, therefore they need to
evaluate this issue in their long range plannings (Table 4).
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